A LAST WORD - NOVEMBER 22, 1994

This is the most accurate listing of "FINAL EVENTS!" ever made. All the CHURCH LEADERS KNOW "THE CHURCH!" and "THE JEWS!" are going to "WIN!" Thus "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" is "FINISHED!" "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION OF SATAN will be to make of NONE EFFECT the "TESTIMONY OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD!" "Where there is NO VISION, the people PERISH!" (PROV. 29:18) ...There will be a HATRED KINDLED against the TESTIMONIES which is "SATANIC!" SM 1:48. SM 2:78.

IT WOULD BE KIND OF NICE -
to "ASSURE!" the MEMBERSHIP from every CORNER that they are the ones to give the "LOUD CRY!" But what is "WAKING-UP TIME--???" And they but DREAM the HARDER! UNTIL...

UNTIL WHAT--???

I was about to say "When they WAKE-UP! and find they followed "BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND!" But if you want "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" they DO NOT WAKE-UP IN TIME to do anything about it! They wake up "TOO LATE-!!!" "The SADDEST WORDS on mortal tongue-!!!"

WE HOPE - AS YOU READ THESE FOLLOWING PAGES -
You will give them the CAREFUL ATTENTION they deserve! REMEMBER one thing: THE CHURCH LEADERS want you to stay with the GROUP! But: "The WORK of PREPARATION is an INDIVIDUAL WORK. We are NOT SAVED IN GROUPS-!!!" GC 490.

THE CHURCH LEADERS WILL BE NOWHERES AROUND -
WHEN YOU FACE THE MAJESTY OF HEAVEN! You will be VERY MUCH on your own-!!! "IN THAT TIME OF TRIAL, EVERY SOUL must stand FOR HIMSELF before God -!!!" GC 622. (440-1.)

NOW READ WITH CARE - !!!
THREE CALLS

DEAR DR. RUE:

I was going to set this up by using a Tape – but if you are VI-
SIONARY – as I am – you might rather want it on Paper. That
way you can STOP, look again at a Reference or Statement –
be SURE this is what he said – before you go on – at your own
Pace. So altho' I do not TYPE – I only use 2 Fingers – I think I
better use this.

As you see on the Dates of the other Letter(s) – I had this
ready to mail to you when I changed my mind and held it back
to change some portions.

ANALYZING THIS MRS. H. ROBERT'S LETTER.
She is DEFINITELY a disciple of AL FRIEND. It is not necessary
to revive AL FRIEND – who was NOT an original thinker but,
like URIAH SMITH, was a COPY-CAT. So AL FRIEND Copy-Cat-
ted from C.A. ANDERSON of East Stanwood, State of Washing-
ton in his "NEW COVENANT." Then he took up with DAISY
MEYERS–so did RDB –quoting her in places WORD-FOR-WORD
–as I proved at the Time. RIDICULING the SHEPHERD'S ROD –
but following in the Slip-Stream of the SHEPHERD'S ROD.
They all converged together in a HEAP – to the DATE of 1959 –
the SHEPHERD'S ROD failed because they set a definite DATE.

AL FRIEND–his DAISY MEYERS-ROGERS-NAGEL-HUDSON–
sort of got on the BAND-WAGON, did not come out AGAINST
the SR date of SPRING of 1959 – but DAISY MEYERS VAGUELY
said if you did not accept her Message – RIGHT NOW! Your
FATE was FIXED. Since they set no DEFINITE DATE – they
could Wiggle out of it and catch in their Slip-Stream – the
STUNNED SR.

THIS SR. ROBERTS –
is unwilling or unable to DOCUMENT what she says –
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BUT IT FOLLOWS AL FRIEND.
It was him - borrowed from HELEN CUNNINGHAM - adopted by GROTHEER - to SNEER at going by a DEAD "PROPHET" - when we have a "LIVING" PROPHET to go by - HELEN CUNNINGHAM-AL FRIEND-GROTHEER- or now ROBERTS. ALL of them - every one of them - RUN DOWN the Role of EGW.

TO US - AS WE SEE THE DEVELOPMENTS
Day by Day we see the Words of the Prophet COME VERY MUCH ALIVE today. And I would NOT pass on the INFERENCE of going by the "DEAD" as they do. And NOBODY but NOBODY seems to take such people to Task. And let them RAMBLE on in their SOPHISTRY. What they should do - JOIN the DOU-KHOBORS in this VALLEY - who also do not go by the "DEAD BIBLE" - who also want a "LIVING PROPHET" - who come up with the most DAMNABLE THEORIES you ever heard. SPIRITUALISM pure and simple. So are these others SPIRITUALLY INCLINED.

WE HAVE HAD TO LEARN THE HARD WAY -

"...have EACH a LITTLE TRUTH - but..."
EW 124. We cannot see in PRINT - her ATTACK against the "4th. Angel" - I think JAMES WHITE was RIGHT - written with her CONSENT - in WTF 11 - that there are 5 MESSAGES. As "ANOTHER ANGEL" - "JOINS" the 3rd. ANGEL. 1884 GC 421 (603.) So what's WRONG with calling that the: "4th. ANGEL?". In the LOUD CRY. I think we can find that 4th. Angel in half a Dozen References. WHICH MEANS ANOTHER "MOVEMENT" - GC 464.

I WOULD SAY THE BEST YOU CAN DO -
is perhaps set this up as "SOMETHING-TO-THINK-ABOUT" - Department. You might, or you might not - give her NAME. I would NOT give her DOUBTS-CAVILING-QUESTIONING the Role of EGW - or her other AL FRIEND - ROGERITE THEORIES.

THAT THERE MIGHT BE SOMETHING TO HER 70 YEARS.
That God DOES act in 70 Year CYCLES is definite. I saw where they LEFT-THAT-OUT of PK. Along with "2 MEN" would LEAD the coming "RETURN" to the Faith -
the call OUT of BABYLON –
by 2 MEN. As History is Repeated. I will have to spend some
Time to dig that out. I hope you have the 6 Big R&H Books.
Possibly Book 6 may be all we need. Where they LEFT OUT
this 70 YEARS and 2 "MEN" will lead the "RETURN after 70
Years."

I HAD NOT SEEN–KNOWN–OR HEARD
as she added it – 70 Year CYCLES – 1844 to 1914 to 1984.
VERY INTERESTING! But, perhaps – like WM. MILLER – she
may be RIGHT in TIME – but WRONG in EVENT. Whereas she
puts it the JUDGMENT of the LIVING to "BEGIN." – it may be
OVER! in 1984. For the Adventist World. Here we run into 3
Closes of Probation. RDB had ONE Close of Probation – I wrote
at that Time – that there are at least TWO Closes of PROBA-
TION. Dr. METZ wrote me – you are RIGHT – RDB is WRONG.
Of course I am Right. SEE it in T9:97. A CLOSE of PROBATION
– while the DOOR is still "OPEN." (The LAST work is for CHIL-
DREN.) Perhaps I should not have brought that in here at this
Point.

3 CALLS:
It took a LONG LONG TIME to Nail down 3 Calls. We knew it
was there in Matt.22 and LUKE 14:16 to 24. We have been
able to Track down:
11th Hour Call – One HOUR BEFORE
(MIDDLE) 37. This is before
711. COL 309.

PROOF:
That PROBATION CLOSES with each Call – "Then said he to his
Servants. The WEDDING is READY " (MANY REFERENCES to
PROVE that the SEALING is the "WEDDING–MARRIAGE" EW 55.
1846 BROADSIDE. EW 251,280. GC 427–8.)

"...but those who WERE BIDDEN (PAST TENSE) WERE–NOT-
WORTHY." Mat.22:8 (THEIR PROBATION OVER.)
"For I say unto you, That NONE of these men which WERE
2 CLOSES OF PROBATION while PROBATION still OPEN for
CLASS (3) – in the "LOUD CRY." T9:97.
THIS OF COURSE –
(and this all SDA LEADERS would like to deny with their last Breath!) that this is fully covered in the FACT that the JUDGMENT BEGINS with WHO? NOT with SDA as we always thought – but with those in the GREATEST LIGHT – and Adventists are so "IN COMMON" now that they have no more real Light than the World – what they teach now they obtained from the World – NOT from the SOP. So Judgment MUST COMMENCE – as shown in "SHAKING" Chapter – MUST COMMENCE with the real 100% – "PEOPLE OF GOD." (LEFT OUT of EW 279 but found in ORIGINAL RH 1:32 or the same thing–T1: 179.) THAT-IS-WHERE the SHAKING-SEALING COMMENCES – with the 11th HOUR MEN. In their Ranks FIRST. Also in "THIS LAND OF LIGHT" – AMERICA. From which the MARK OF THE BEAST – cannot Buy or Sell – will come. "APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH." GC 444.

"THE SHAKING COMMENCES with the Introduction of FALSE THEORIES." TM 112. These FALSE THEORIES will be MET. "MEET IT!" Full Speed and Head-on. SM 1:200-5. Those who take the WRONG SIDE–may have NO OTHER CHANCE. Than to accept the Message when it comes. Matt.22 and Luke 14 teach that. EXPECT THEN – every kind of a MIX-UP imaginable. IN THE CHURCH. IN THE HOME. "SUDDENLY" they will come out of the Wood-Work. Plays it: "NEUTRAL" long enough. NOT any more. "FOR A TIME – NO DIFFERENCE could be seen." COL 408. NOW there is a DIFFERENCE – SEEN-BY-EVERYONE. Brought on by a "TIME OF PERIL." -by a "SUDDEN CRISIS" -and "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" All this in COL 411-2. RH 2:464. MB 57. RH 5:412,556.

WHAT IS THE OMEGA?
It is the SAME as the "ALPHA"– only WORSE! SM 1:197. What is the DIFFERENCE? ALPHA–1903-KELLOGG–you were put OUT!
That was the ALPHA. FEW – (Not important enough to put into INDEX in back of Book–nor in OLD INDEX.) FEW – "The STEPS now (1890) now being taken by the FEW cannot be FOLLOWED by the "REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD." TM 470. PK 678.

BUT IN THE "OMEGA"
MANY – not FEW any more – but "MANY will stand in OUR Pulpits..." TM 490. In the ALPHA it was FEW – and THEY were PUT OUT! But in the "OMEGA" it will be "MANY" and they will be left "STANDING IN OUR PULPITS!" and they will PUT YOU "OUT!" TM 490.
IF YOU DO NOT GO ALONG WITH
"NEW MODELING THE CAUSE." What they put them OUT for in
1903 - they now have such a firm hold - they put YOU OUT -
if you do not go along with THEM! That is the ONLY difference
between ALPHA 1903 and OMEGA 1983. This is an 80 year
Cycle. We see only ONE thing to go in "EVENTS" in their
"ORDER." They are working on it Day and Night - to get the
"POWER!" This will NOT be a "SIGN" that their SEALING is to
"BEGIN" - but that it is "OVER!" When SATAN will at last be
given FULL CONTROL. OUTSIDE of the MHP. Where the whole
Church now is - "OFFICIALLY." In their Dallas "DECLARATION
OF FAITH" - 1980. "DESOLATIONS" to follow. And that just
COULD BE - 1984. Not ROBERTS - SEALING TO "BEGIN." But
SEALING for them - OVER!

70 YEAR CYCLES.
1844-1914-1984. The "70 YEARS" we Read about - does that
START something? Or bring it to a CRASHING "END!" We do
not know when the SEALING comes: "SILENTLY-UNNOTICED as
a THIEF in the NIGHT." GC 490-1, 615,618. LEFT OUT OF
ORIGINAL BOOK - "it is COURT WEEK WITH US." 1884 GC
315. Your Book GC 491. "and the Decision passed upon EACH
CASE will be FINAL." 1884 GC 315. (WHAT ELSE BUT THE
SEALING? SILENTLY - UNNOTICED AS THE MIDNIGHT THIEF.")

BUT WHEN IT IS ALL OVER:
"The EVENTS connected with the CLOSE of PROBATION...ARE
CLEARLY SEEN...But MULTITUDES have no more understanding
of these IMPORTANT TRUTHS that if they had NEVER BEEN
REVEALED." GC594. So the CLOSE of PROBATION - is NO
SECRET. It is the SUNDAY LAW-it is SATAN coming in a
FLYING SAUCER - saying the "LAW" is CHANGED to SUNDAY.
This will be a real LIVING "CRISIS" for the SDA WORLD. "FACE
to FACE WITH DEATH." GC 624. SM 2:51-4,383. ARA 147. TM
411. T5:698. 1884 GC 442. GC 589 At this Time - all who were
NEUTRAL - will now be "POWERLESS!" GC 558. If they do not
take a stand "NOW!" - They will ". . .act a PART with SATAN -
THEN!" SM 2:51. NO POWER to do anything else. Witness the
Adventists NOW - as in "HOLY FLESH!" of 1900 - under the
CONTROL of PENTECOSTAL HOLY-ROLLERS. Now going FULL
BELT! (And NOT just in AUSTRALIA!) EVERY ONE LEADING OUT
IN CHARISMATIC POWER IN AUSTRALIA - are ANDREWS
GRADUATES! What has AUSTRALIA got - that we haven't
GOT?
70 YEAR CYCLES

I spent the rest of the Day- (Yesterday)- going through PK - RH 6 and the 5. It is often the SECOND TIME we see things we did not notice (or noticed and passed over) the FIRST time. So here I notice what ELLEN WHITE wrote in the ORIGINAL R&H ARTICLES - Book 5 - they put in PK (They FIRST called that Book - "CAPTIVITY and RESTORATION" - Bro. BAIN of MARYLAND has a Copy.) ELLEN WHITE WROTE what we see in R&H ARTICLES (Book 5) she wrote that FIRST - then she wrote what we find in the R&H ARTICLES (Book 6) she wrote that LAST - But when they COMPILED: PK - they REVERSED it - put in ARTICLES 6 FIRST and ARTICLES 5 LAST! What this means - we have not yet discovered. It would take a great deal of Work to uncover the TIME PERIODS-and just WHY they SWITCHED it around - as URIAH SMITH and WILLIE WHITE did - right along. And also ADDED many pages NOT FOUND in these R&H Articles - and MANY MANY ARTICLES for that Period - MISSING. If we had a MILLION $'S we would try and locate some of the MISSING R&H ARTICLES for that Period. And also for 1888.

I WOULD BE UNABLE TO TOUCH THIS JOB-
if I had not previously spent 2 Years going through these R&H Big 6 ARTICLES BOOKS - and more important - MARKED them. So now it is a Breeze to just go by the NOTATIONS made at the Time. I was greatly tempted to deal with OTHER ISSUES in PK and these ARTICLES - to show the DIFFERENCE - sometimes 6 or 8 CHANGES in one page. But I have to hold myself severely in Check - to only deal with the Question at hand - the 70 Year Cycles. Just to be short and sweet - with few comments - we find: 70 YEARS - PK 479,552,553,554,580,607, 618,698. When ELLEN WHITE WROTE - this Series of Articles - she called it: "RETURN OF THE EXILES." ARTICLE #1 was RH ARTICLES BOOK 5 page 318. When they PRINTED these 6 Big Article Books in 1962 - they were SUPPOSED to show WHERE they put that Article in PK or any other Book. But the ones from ARTICLES BOOK 5 - HALF the time they did not. And there is usually a reason WHY they did not. So you could not look it up and SEE what they did with it. So the LEADING ONE - this one from 5:318 - they do not show that this is in PK.. (Well! I see I did not trace that one down yet!) - This one starts right out in the Heading with "THE END of 70 YEARS." and the Text goes on to say: "...70 years in the DESOLATIONS of JERUSALEM." So since they want NO "DESOLATIONS" of "JERUSALEM" - they skipped right over it and try to make out in PK 551 - "THE RETURN OF THE EXILES" was RH 5:320.- 7 -
AND WHEN THEY DO COME to that one - the THE VERY FIRST WORDS are \textit{LEFT OUT} of PK 551. \textit{"OVER A CENTURY."} After: \textit{"OVER A CENTURY" - ZERUBBABLE} (One man) - led the \textit{"RETURN"} of the \textit{EXILES.} Depending on what date we use as a starting Point - if we use 1844 - that brings up to 1944 - but then, again - it is \textit{"OVER"} a Century. And THAT was about the Time - (Really in the 1950's - when \textit{REFORMERS} were active to \textit{"RETURN"} to the \textit{"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY."}) TWICE we find we are to \textit{"RETURN"} to the \textit{"FOUNDATION."} This starts RH 5:315, 318, 319. BEFORE we come to where THEY Started it. 320.

WHEN ELLEN WHITE WOULD START A SERIES of Articles - (In this Case, \textit{"THE RETURN OF THE EXILES"}) carrying it FORWARD from \textit{THAT DAY} - what was Written by DANIEL-JEREMIAH-ISAIAH-the DESOLATION of JERUSALEM - carrying this FORWARD to OUR DAY - the DESOLATION of the TEMPLE- (SANCTUARY TRUTHS) - and the \textit{"REBUILDING"} of the \textit{"TEMPLE-SANCTUARY"} in \textit{"TROUBLED TIMES"} - and all the ENEMIES they had to deal with - so that they \textit{BUILT} with ONE HAND - and held a SWORD in the OTHER! And how RAPIDLY they \textit{BUILT} - leaving the Enemy ASTOUNDED! What they did in: \textit{"3 MONTHS!"} - STARTED by ONE MAN - ZERUBBABLE - a \textit{"COMPANY"} - a \textit{"FAITHFUL REMNANT"} - 42,000, and then JOSHUA is mentioned as an \textit{EXAMPLE} - and we must not miss that this is \textit{"THE SECOND TEMPLE"} - 3 TIMES - NO 10-COMMANDEMENT \textit{"ARK"} is found in this \textit{"SECOND"} BUILDING - they had to lay a NEW \textit{"CORNERSTONE"} -after removing \textit{"HEAPS OF RUBBLE"} and chasing a \textit{USRIPER \textit{"OUT"}} of the TITHE STORE-ROOM - ARTICLES they LEFT OUT - RH 5:341. - \textit{"HERE ARE PLAINLY REPRESENTED TWO DISTINCT PARTIES} formed from a COMPANY that was ONCE UNITED." ONE PARTY proved to be a \textit{"SNARE"} to the \textit{"INHABITANTS OF JERUSALEM"} - \textit{"THE RUIN OF THIS CLASS IS CERTAIN."} The Call To: \textit{"BIND UP THE TESTIMONY, SEAL THE LAW among My disciples." because the others were going to \textit{"SEEK UNTO THEM} that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS" - which the Bible called: \textit{"and unto WIZARDS that PEEP and that MUTTER"} - \textit{(JABBER IN UNKNOWN TONGUES - UNKNOWN in Heaven and on Earth)} - use DRUGS-DOPE-ALCOHOL to get a New \textit{"HIGH."} - \textit{"to the LAW and to the TESTIMONY, if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO LIGHT in THEM."} - and then the Words we all know: \textit{"EVIL MEN and SEDUCERS (EVIL WOMEN) - shall wax WORSE and WORSE." \textit{"DECEIVING and being DECEIVED." \textit{"For the TIME will COME when they will not endure SOUND DOCTRINE, but after their own LUSTS} shall they HEAP - 8 -
(NOW THEY COME IN: "HEAPS!")

- shall "HEAP" to themselves TEACHERS, having ITCHING EARS....turned unto "FAIBLES." And then she ADDS - that this is "INSTRUCTION: for our "CLOSING DAYS." That the REJECTORS of "LIGHT" will "STUMBLED, and FALL, and be SNARED, and be TAKEN." ALL OF THIS LEFT OUT OF PK but found in RH 5:341-2. July 18, 1907.

WE CAN THUS CONCLUDE -

if we read PK and DID NOT SEE THAT - that this entire Book - the LAST BOOK that EGW WROTE - if we did not see this was APPLIED to OUR DAY - to a WARNING to us - of the SPLIT among a PARTY or COMPANY that: "WAS ONCE ONE" - and just what the SNARES ARE - then, we, of course - read that Book - IN VAIN. Let us now "RETURN" and RE-READ it. NOT with BRINSMEAD-NUMBERS-REA-FORD-COTTRELL-BALLENGER-CANRIGHT-FLETCHER-DANIELLS-FROOM-ANDERSON -GRAY-BILL-DURST-PESTES-URIAH SMITH-HMSR- GLASSES ON - Because: "THE HOLY SPIRIT...will not work through another man's mind and conscience to reach yours." T7:214.

RH ARTICLES BOOK (5)-

315- FAITH is not FEELING. "God does not look with favor upon those SELF-CONFIDENT ONES who LOUDLY EXCLAIM, "I AM SANCTIFIED, I AM HOLY, I AM SINLESS." These are PHARISEES, who have NO FOUNDATION..."

318- This is where EGW STARTS her SERIES: "THE RETURN OF THE EXILES" ...70 Years. We must Clarify--does this 70 Years come to the BEGINNING of the "RETURN" or the BEGINNING of the "DESOLATIONS" here mentioned. And the FALSE PROPHETS who SEDUCE-FLATTER-"LYING WORDS...found many more "BELIEVERS" than the TRUE PROPHET..."

319- this also NOT FOUND in PK - LEFT OUT and instead: 320- where they FIRST START the "RETURN OF THE EXILES"-PK 551. And the FIRST WORDS of that Article from 320- "OVER A CENTURY" - left out.

323- Of course it would be a MASSIVE UNDERTAKING to show ALL that they LEFT OUT-MIXED UP-slipped in OTHER TESTIMONIES or PARTS OF TESTIMONIES - to Fix-up the Book the way they wanted it. All we could do some-time- is show the IMPORTANT CHANGES as we do show you now. NOT by "FOLLOWING" anyone else There are none to follow.

326- NO ONE CAN APPRECIATE these Testimonies - unless he follows along by HIMSELF!
And discover, dig out, unearth – his own **JEWELS** and bring them to the **LIGHT**. The **CONSTANT RE-ITERATION** of the "**REMNANT**" – "**FAITHFUL REMNANT**" – are NOT going to be taken up by the "**OMEGA**" (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO) – "**APOSTASY,**" Which is when they **GO-TO-LAW and GET-THE-POWER! BOTH TOGETHER** – as they put the Rope – around their own **NECK**!

326–See this Page, They show PK 567. See PK 567, Do they BOTH start the **SAME WAY?** "**SECOND TEMPLE**" – **LEFT OUT** "**FOUNDATION-STONE**" **LEFT OUT** (Or who Knows? May be SHIFTED 10 pages away!) I wonder if this is in PK 567-571– "...a **MIXED RACE** known as the **SAMARITANS**..." "**THE REMNANT PEOPLE OF GOD** in the days of **ZERUB-BABAL**...**DISCERNED** the **INSINCERITY** of the **SAMARITANS**..."Thou shalt make **NO COVENANT** with them, nor show **MERCY unto them.**" (WHY? Because we are **WEAK**– and if not **EXTREMELY CAREFUL** – we will **FALL** for what they **FALL** for.)

327–"**EVERY ONE** must seek God **FOR HIMSELF.**" (That seems to be found **MISSING** in PK 570. We do not need that!) "Let the **CARELESS and INDIFFERENT BEWARE**...**MANY will WANDER from the **PATH of HUMILITY**..." (Seems that was also **NOT NEEDED** in PK 571.)

328–THEN THE NEXT ARTICLE: "There are those who desire to be a **RULING POWER, and who NEED** the **SANCTIFICATION of SUBMISSION**..." (THAT, also–was **NOT NEEDED AT ALL**!) Let anyone thus go through these **ARTICLES** – and **COMPARE** them with the fixed-up Book – and their Head will **REEL** – at what they **FIND**! How can we cover it all? We now only hit the High-Lights:

341–2 **Parties once one. (Much the SAME THING p.431. AN IMPORTANT PAGE–CHEWED UP and a Bit here and a Bit there. Sometimes LEAVE OUT ONE WORD – "AND" – and CHANGE the whole thought!)**

375–**SO MANY CHANGES** or **PORTIONS LEFT OUT** – that they do now even show you a **DAB** from here and there – might be found in PK 571. This Testimony **STARTS OUT** with "**DURING THE EARLY YEARS** of the **RESTORATION** of the **JEWS from BABYLON, the SAMARITANS were UNTIRING in their OPPOSITION.**" (So we see – not 2 Elements – JEWS and come out of BABYLON – but also the **OPPOSITION** of the "**SAMARITANS**" – and other CULTS. Here we find something about: "**7 Years and a Half.**" CYRUS and: "**7 Years.**" –"**for OVER a Year the TEMPLE was neglected–well–nigh FORSAKEN.**" (THE CHURCH appears **ABOUT** to **FALL**–but it does not Fall – it **REMAINS.**

-10-
Yes. God's people **ALWAYS REMAIN** in the **TRUTH.**

"THE CHURCH IS — WHERE THE TRUTH IS."

376—LEFT OUT of PK 575. Here everyone ran to his own HOUSE—to his own TENT. The MESSAGES of HAGGAI "ROUSED" — ZERUBBABEL and JOSHUA (2 Men) — "WITH ALL THE REMNANT." OBEYED.

377—CLEARLY PART of this Message. But they made **NO NOTATION** that this should be PK 575–6. See this page to get an idea how they MASSACRED: "THE FAITH I LIVE BY" — see what they LEFT OUT — and **WHY.** The REBUILDING of the Temple was INTERRUPTED—SPASMODIC—so here we are told "IN LESS THAN A MONTH" they started again. I AM BEGINNING TO WONDER — since I REMEMBER a GREAT DEAL of the REBUILDING THE TEMPLE in the **TIME OF NEHEMIA**— where there was **NO HESITATION** — **NO LOST "MONTH"** — they in fact, got the Walls up **IN-A-MONTH** (as I remember it) — I just Wonder if this was not 2 Buildings of the "TEMPLE" —70 Years apart. And they are trying **DESPERATELY** to make it look like **ONE** I am not Sure of that — Yet.)

379—Again — **no notation** of where this is to be found in PK — if it is at all. **VERY INTERESTING TESTIMONY FROM HAGGAI** — if one (A GROUP) have "HOLY FLESH" (REAL-LY HOLY) — and one TOUCH them or it — does that make him "HOLY?" And the Priests said: "NO." But if he touch a DEAD BODY ("THOU hast a NAME that thou livest — and art "DEAD!" Rev.3:1) touching this DEAD BODY — does that make one **UNCLEAN**? And the Priests Said: "YES!" I think this is LEFT OUT of PK. (Something on this page about: "3 Months.")

387—"JOSHUA-ZERUBBABEL...it was under the leadership of these **TWO MEN** that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED at the **CLOSE** of the 70 year **CAPTIVITY.**” (COMPARE with PK 593.) (So perhaps 1984 is the **YEAR** to **RETURN** from **CAPTIVITY** to **BABYLON**.)

388—This makes about 3 References as well as GC 24. That in the Building of the **SECOND TEMPLE** there is **NO VOICE** from Heaven (NO PROPHET) — the Most Holy **PLACE** is purely **JUSTIFICATION** BY "FAITH!" — EW 254–6. "...THE ARK, the MERCY-SEAT, and the TABLES of the Testimony were NOT-TO-BE-FOUND THEREIN...” RH 5:388, 403, 492. (LIVING PROPHETS may come in the Time of the "LOUD CRY" — **AFTER SDA PROBATION** is OVER T9:97.) Even CHILDREN. As needed. When we came **BACK** from **OAKHURST, CA.** — 1959–1961— more that 4 Women had **WARNING DREAMS**
about "DARLING." (Who said he worked for NICHOLS to break up "REFORM" and as a Side-Line he broke up HOMES.)

389- NOTATION shows PK 598. See PK 598 - does that START OUT THE SAME as 389. FIRST WORDS in "The 70 Years captivity..." (TO "BABYLON."). "NEARLY A CENTURY PASSED..." Do we find that in PK 598-606? Only a DISTANT RELATIVE of the ORIGINAL. This page has 50,000 RETURNED. That was 1844. GC 376. 1884 GC 232 - came OUT of the "BABYLON" of Rev.14. GC 376. (232).

389- speaks of: "NEARLY A CENTURY LATER" - "A REMNANT SHALL RETURN" - 100 Years after 1844. This needs to be Studied with the greatest CARE. (My notes indicate they left this 50,000 OUT of PK 598-606. That was DEFINITELY - 1844.) LEFT OUT. 50,000 found in RH 5:389. (EW 81-3 - 50,000 CASKET - torn to little pieces - but AFTER he "CLOSED HIS EYES" - ANOTHER much BIGGER "CASKET" - (to hold 144,000) would APPEAR - after all the "COUNTERFEIT COIN" - DIRT-DUST-RUBBISH - as in NEHEMIAH'S TIME - "HEAPS OF RUBBISH!" would have to be REMOVED to set up a NEW FOUNDATION STONE. BACK to the ORIGINAL FAITH. And not be moved. 144,000.

391- We are now back to ABOUT 70 YEARS." and Lo! and Behold! They left that in - in PK 607. So these 70 Years would bring us from 50,000 in 1844 - 70 years would be 1914. I had that MARKED 20 Years ago. I saw that. That 70 Year span took us to 1914. A BOOK-MARK FOR SURE - Perhaps the RED HORSE of Rev.6:4. Given a "GREAT SWORD." PALE HORSE of DEATH - Rev.6:8 may be SEAL 4. ELLEN WHITE SAID 5th. and 6th. SEAL - still to "COME." RH 3:44. May 2, 1893. 'The 5th. SEAL is when "IT IS TIME for Thee, Lord, to work: for THEY have made VOID Thy LAW!" And LOVE is not "UNLIMITED" - but there are: LIMITS to the MERCY and FORBEARANCE of God! and it is ESPECIALLY those who had the LIGHT, for whom: "...we are very near the Line where the FORBEARANCE of God is EXHAUSTED." "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION comes upon THEM - and THEY shall not Escape!" But then there is an "OPPOSITE CLASS" - who use TRUTH to "EXPOSE ERROR." These are "ONE-HOUR LABORERS will be brought in at the 11th. Hour." "OThERS will come IN to fill their places and take their Crown." The TIME is NEAR when they will be WEIGHED in the BALANCES. - 12 -
According to their "WORKS!" "WICKED MEN and THE CHURCH harmonize in this HATRED of the LAW of God, and THEN the CRISIS COMES." - "They see nothing DEFECTIVE in THEMSELVES." "THE WORLD has CONVERTED the CHURCH." "ROMAN CATHOLIC PRINCIPLES will be taken...This NATIONAL APOSTASY will speedily be followed by NATIONAL RUIN...THEN-THEN-THEN will the Voice be heard from the graves of the MARTYRS..." (The 5th. SEAL. Rev.6:9.) TWICE called the: "CRISIS!" All this - June 15, 1897.

THEN "GOD WILL INTERPOSE." 5th. SEAL. RH 3:528. Dec.14, 1897. AFTER THIS COMES THE SCENES described in the 18th. chapter of REVELATIONS, when those who are faithful and true are called OUT of BABYLON." CMS 39, 1906. We should STUDY the WHOLE of Rev. 3 and the Message to the CHURCH of the LAODICEANS because they have become SO MUCH "LIKE THE WORLD that NO DIFFERENCE can be seen." RH 4:548. Aug.20, 1903.

"The 5th. chapter of Rev. needs to be carefully studied. It is of great importance to those who SHALL ACT A PART in the work of God for these Last Days. There are SOME who are DECEIVED. They do not realize what is COMING on the Earth..."And I beheld when he had opened the 6th. SEAL...." T9:267. 1909. (See the 2 Parties again. 268.) This is when the "BOOKS" will be "OPENED" on the LIVING p.266. COL 294.

392- 70 Yrs. mentioned - again. Also in PK 610. EZRA comes in here - but much LEFT OUT.

394- EZRA again - the Call to FLEE out of "BABYLON." NO "BABYLON" in your PK 612. SEVERAL THOUSAND who accompanied EZRA - "ALL WERE PRESERVED in SAFETY." "THIS EXPERIENCE is a LESSON to all those who have set their Face toward the NEW JERUSALEM." (NOT NEEDED - MISSING.) in your PK 617.

396- YES! Here it PROVES that the Work and Message of ZERUBBABEL and JOSHUA was "OVER 70 Yrs. BEFORE!" - before EZRA'S return to Jerusalem. Same in your PK 618. "...a REMNANT to ESCAPE...This was the BEGINNING of a wonderful REFORMATION." Yes, this is in PK 622.

398- EZRA - "To seek the LAW of God and to DO IT" - (This in your PK 623 - but not this:) "AND-TO-THE-END-OF-TIME." This is the END of Quoting from RH ARTICLES BOOK (5) - their NOTATION says it goes to PK 628. IT DOES NOT: It goes to PK 627. And it appears the Call to "ASSEMBLE THE OUTCASTS" of Isreal,
and **GATHER** together the dispersed of Judah" (ONE MILLION under PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATION) — **GATHER** them from the 4 corners of the Earth. (Seems to be MISSING.) RH 5:398. Feb.27, 1908. We come to the END of ARTICLES marked to go into PK 623–628. Do we now go to ARTICLES in RH 6:...and pick up the REST of PK — ?? **WE DO NOT!** If we go to RH 6:337. July 3, 1913 — we again pick up ARTICLES they marked to go into PK 87. But in between — BEFORE—and AFTER — there are many R&H ARTICLES by EGW — that **SHOULD** have gone into PK — **INSTEAD** of cluttering it up with PAGES and PAGES that we do not know WHERE they came from. Between the END of MARKED R&H ARTICLES that END in PK 627 — we still have PK 627 to PK 733 — that will keep us JUMPING where they came from. We know where some are.

WE TRACKED RH 5:318. March 14, 1907 — where ELLEN WHITE WROTE "**THE RETURN OF THE EXILES**" No. (1) — NOT SHOWN IN PK...The FIRST SHOWN and claiming to be the START. — is PK 551.

WE TRACKED THIS SERIES OF ARTICLES IN RH 5: to p.398 — Feb.27,1908. In Pk 627. This is the END of ARTICLES put into PK. (From Book 5.)


RH 6:503. July 18, 1915 — goes BACK to PK 381. (And BOTH are so marked.) PK 378 to 722 to 381. Must have had some **POWERFUL REASON** why they mixed this up like that. I think I am beginning to see. AL FRIEND and MY FAVORITE STATEMENT — PK 677. — is a **FAKE**!

TRYING DESPERATELY to find this from the ORIGINAL — I had MARKED RH 5:387. SM 2:106. But rather than PROVE it — IT **UNPROVED** it — (Not seen till this Day) — the whole attempt in COMPILING this Book after EGW—is to MIX TOGETHER ZERRUB-BABEL-EZRA-NEHEMIAH — and there is NO MIXING TOGETHER POSSIBLE! ONE REFERENCE is already quoted — shows this was 70 YEARS APART. But the whole attempt here is to **MIX** them **TOGETHER**

- 14 -
- and then NOT FOLLOWING with what was Written in 1909-1915 - but putting SOME of this FIRST - and 1904-1909 - SECOND! So as to try to make out- (PK 677 is the Key!) - that these 2 DISTINCT "REFORMATIONS" - 70 years apart, trying to make them ONE - in PK 677. ZERUBBABEL "REFORMATION" had NOTHING to do with NEHEMIAH "REFORMATION" and "RETURN" of the Exiles and "RE-BUILDING." These are 2 SEPARATE EVENTS: 70 years apart. (I hope I am Right - I hate to be Wrong.)

EZRA - (I think) - is in between. HE STARTED A "REFORMATION" by finding "WRITINGS STRANGELY MIS-PLACED AND LOST." PK 392. So to slap all 3 together as they do in PK 677 is WRONG-WRONG-WRONG. They are NOT together - EZRA may OVERLAP with ZERUBBABEL - but CERTAINLY NOT with NEHEMIAH. (Although NEHEMIAH may have benefited by the work of ZERUBBABEL and EZRA) - but to slap them TOGETHER as is done in PK 677 - NEVER! I tried to Track this down for YEARS - but it is first now that I see it cannot be Tracked down. It is pure HOAX!

(And yet at the same Time - it is TRUE - that these "SPIRITUAL REFORMATIONS" are a 'SYMBOL' of the work TO-BE-DONE in the Last Days. To "REPAIR" the WASTE CITIES. If I am Right - ZERUBBABEL and EZRA did their work from "WITHIN." They were PRIESTS. But NEHEMIAH was NOT. "HE WAS A REFORMER." PK 675. T7:62. TM 195. And the LAST WORK: "GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE," standing before the World as REFORMERS are to show that the LAW of God is the FOUNDATION of all enduring REFORM...They are the REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 678. "THE DESPISED REMNANT." T5:475. RH 5:387. "VERY SMALL AND FEEBLE." (A DOZEN references.)

When the SPIRIT is poured out - it does not FORCE-CHANGE ANYONE. It merely BRINGS OUT in the OPEN - what they are SECRETLY. Thus when the SPIRIT is poured out - CONTRARY to all LAODICEAN DREAMS - the NUMBERS - "LESSEN!" T1:182. (Follow the FOOTNOTES.) GW 104-5. T7:77,413,612. T4:89. T1:251,187. TM 234. T3:324. EW 270. NOWHERE is this MORE DRAMATIC than in EW 272. THE SPIRIT POURED OUT - and the UNBELIEVERS COMING! (To accept the Message?) "THEY WERE ALL ASTIR. The ZEAL and POWER with the people of God had AROUSED and ENRAGED THEM!" EW 272,195,198,202,204,206. GC 607. "CONTRARY TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING!" TM 300,507.
"THE NATURE OF CHRIST"

"ADVENTISM" goes by powerful LEADERS. They expect you all to FOLLOW. Most do. If one NUT puts up "MULTI-MILLION $" BILLBOARDS that tickles the Adventist Fancy - the INDOOR SPORT of "POPE-BASHING!" They EXPECT - they DEMAND - you to do the SAME. If not - they do not inquire: "WHY NOT?" (I AM SPEAKING OF THE MAJORITY!) THE MAJORITY just write you off as an: "ODD-BALL!" You are not: "WITH IT!" If you were: "WITH IT!" you would be doing the SAME. You would not be at ODDS - with your: "BRETHREN!" This was the HARD and FAST RULE OF: "FROOM!" the great DIPLOMAT. ADVENTISM have their: "KINGS! CROWN-PRINCES-AMBASSADORS-SOVEREIGNS-COMMANDERS-!!!" and he was one of them. "TOP DOG. Ruled with an Iron-Fist for: "40 YEARS OF FROOM!" The ENERGY of some of these "AGENTS OF SATAN!" is FANTASTIC. THEY-NEVER-GIVE-UP-!!! NEVER REPENT! The God of Heaven has a PLAN - he wants FIGHTERS in His Kingdom. ELIJAHs, PHINEHAS, JONATHANs, GIDEONS. WHAT WERE THEIR: "NATUREs?" "CHARACTERs?" PP 553, 445, 618, 88.

IT IS INTERESTING TO GO THROUGH THE INDEX IN THE BACK OF THE BOOK. And see their CONFLICT with BAAL-ASHTAROTH-MOAB-PHILISTINES-SODOM-JERICHO-JE- RUSALEM. WHEN and WHY did: "GOD'S PEOPLE!" have to: "FLEE FOR THEIR LIVES!" Or suffer the FATE of the WICKED when God would put up with them NO LONGER! And He would send: PROPHETS-MESSENGERS - when to GET OUT - if they had not done it SOONER.

SINCE NO ONE PUT FROOM TO THE SWORD - GOD USED HIM AND MANY OTHER: "BALAAMS-CAINS-AMALEKS-KORAH-DATHANS and ABIRAMS-JEZEBELS-AHABS-WITCHES OF ENDOR - do you think we will run into their CONTEMPORARIES-IN-THE-ADVENTIST-CHURCH-??? That we will have to DEAL-WITH-THEM-??? GOD USED THEM TO WAKE US UP - MAKE US MORE PARTICULAR - COME UP ON HIGHER-GROUND - not satisfied to remain in the LOW-LANDS. "LOWER ADVENTOSIA." Get out of the RUT!

AN EYE-OPENER - "WHO STARTED THE FIRST WORLD WAR-???"

By HARRY ELMER BARNES. Now that we are a certain number of YEARS away from the WAR - certain TONS OF DOCUMENTS that were HIDDEN - have now been RELEASED and HARRY ELMER BARNES (1889 - 1968) WAS A TIRELESS RESEARCHER

Why do we mention it-?? Because history can turn —

On the influence, intrigue, determination of: One man! millions of lives in the balance! And is religion any different — one from — one Uriah Smith — can turn the heads of millions! One pharaoh — one Jezebel — one Cain — one lucifer — can effect the lives of billions —!!

God honors those who stop them —!!

Often one elijah — one moises — one noah — requiring the mighty power of god to give them success — to the umph! And He is about to do it again. Very positively —!! As He cared not for a whole world — as He cared not for two cities — He will care not for a whole church as He cared not for the jews' "Holy city!" That was in the original 1884 gc 37-8. Changed by "agent of the devil" Uriah Smith in your gc 36-7. And the majority prefer the change! The majority prefer the death-sentence —!! Can you deny it-??

(Elijah-Mount Carmel) "not one in that vast assembly dared utter one word for god...what astonishing deception and fearful blindness...They remain neutral if God abhors one sin above another, of which his people are guilty, it is doing nothing in case of an emergency. Indifference (T1:180-1.) Indifference and neutrality in a religious crisis is regarded of God as a grievous crime and equal to the very worst type of hostility against God! All Israel is silent —!!" T3:280-1.

Those who are leading the pack —

"is the: "nature!" of Christ — sinless or fallen—??" "Is it sinful and fallen—??" or only: "fallen!" "We should have no misgivings in regard to the perfect sinlessness of the human nature of Christ—!!" "Questions on doctrine" p.658. "Signs of the times" June 9, 1898. BC 5:1131. Did she say otherwise—?? or did "Uriah Smith" put his horn in there—?? We deal with this: (I think in #710. Not printed yet.)

But why deal with secondary considerations—??

Offended for: "a word—??" And do what adventism does all the time — due to James White — painting the worst hell-priests as in line with: "the third angel's message!"
DID YOU SAY SOMETHING ABOUT THE: "NATURE!" OF CHRIST—???

DOES "ADVENTISM!" IGNORE THE "BLASPHEMOUS!" TEACHING
OF THE OTHER CHURCHES—??? WORSE THAN: "ROMANISM!"
WHY ONLY: "POPE—BASHING—???" WHY NOT SOME: "BILLY
GRAHAM—BASHING—???
"ROMANISM—!!!" is MORE MERCIFUL
than: "PROTESTANTISM!" ROME gives you a CHANCE to get
OUT OF HELL OR PURGATORY. PROTESTANTISM GIVES YOU
NONE—!!! THEY PUT YOU IN "HELL!" AND THROW THE KEY
AWAY—!!! "THE BEAST...and the DRAGON gave him his POWER,
and his SEAT, and GREAT AUTHORITY...And he opened his
MOUTH in BLASPHEMY AGAINST GOD, to BLASPHEME HIS
NAME, and HIS TABERNACLE, and (ALL) THEM THAN DWELL IN
HEAVEN—!!!" REV. 13:2,6. "For the NAME of God is BLAS-
PHEMED among the GENTILES THROUGH YOU, as it is Written!
ROMANS 2:24.

"FOR THE WRATH OF GOD is revealed from HEAVEN
against all UNGODLINESS and UNRIGHTEOUSNESS OF MEN,
who hold the TRUTH in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. Because that
which may be known of GOD is manifest in them; for GOD,
hath shewed it unto them...so that THEY ARE WITHOUT EX-
CUSE. Because that, when they knew GOD, they glorified Him
not as GOD, neither were THANKFUL; but became VAIN in their
IMAGINATIONS, and their FOOLISH HEART WAS DARKENED.
PROFESSING THEMSELVES TO BE WISE, they became FOOLS
and CHANGED the GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD into an
IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS, and
FOURFOOTED BEASTS, and to CREEPING THINGS. (ALLIGA-
TORS—SNakes—CROCODILES!) AND CREEPING THINGS...Who
CHANGED the TRUTH into a LIE, and WORSHIPPED and SERVED
the CREATURE MORE THAN THE CREATOR, who is BLESSED
FOR EVER. AMEN!" ROMANS 1:18 to 25.

But there were FALSE PROPHETS also among the people,
even as there SHALL BE FALSE TEACHERS AMONG YOU, who
privily shall bring in DAMNABLE HERESIES...and bring upon
themselves SWIFT DESTRUCTION. (EVERLASTING LIFE IN HELL—???) SWIFT DESTRUCTION!!! AND MANY shall follow their
PERNICIOUS WAYS; by reason of whom THE WAY OF TRUTH
shall be EVIL SPOKEN OF. And through COVETOUSNESS shall
they with FEIGNED WORDS make MERCHANDISE OF YOU:
whose JUDGMENT now of a LONG TIME LINGERETH NOT, and
their DAMNATION SLUMBERETH NOT—!!!" 2 PETER 2:1—3.

"But these, as NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS, made to be
taken and (TORMENTED FOREVER—???) made to be taken AND
DESTROYED, speak EVIL of the THINGS THEY UNDERSTAND
NOT;

- Insert Page Three -
and shall UTTERLY PERISH in their own CORRUPTION—!!!

Having eyes FULL OF ADULTERY, and that CANNOT CEASE FROM SIN...These are WELLS WITHOUT WATER...to whom the mist of DARKNESS is reserved FOR EVER—!!!" 2 PETER 2:12 to 17.

IT IS TIME TO SPEAK VERY PLAINLY—
DO YOU (ADVENTIST!) FAIL TO SEE: (in all your MOUTHING about the "NATURE/CHARACTER!" OF "CHRIST!" and: "INCARNATION!" (Which is a: "MYSTERY!" that will NEVER be UNDERSTOOD —) you DABBLE AROUND about the: "NATURE/CHARACTER!" OF CHRIST — but you NEVER — NEVER — NEVER feel you should set forth the DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THAT BEAST/MONSTER/SCORPION/SENSELESS/UNFEELING/TYRANT that will take INNOCENT CHILDREN and HURL them into a: "LAKE OF FIRE—!!!" and it does not bother you what KIND of a NATURE/CHARACTER that BEAST HAS—??? But you DARE speak of such a:

"DUMB ASS SPEAKING WITH MAN'S VOICE—!!!" 2 PETER 2:16. as though your SPURGEON — BILLY (BABBLING ) GRAHAM — OR HAL LINDSEY — WERE A "CHRISTIAN—???" Do you by some MIRACLE imagine THEY have a RIGHT — to: "HEAVEN?"

PUT OUT YOUR OWN "HELL!!" TRACT OR ASSIST THOSE WHO DO!

THEN MAYBE — JUST MAYBE — YOU WOULD CONVERT SOME TO:

THE TRUTH OF THE NATURE OF GOD — !!!

(OR LIKE DR. RUE SAID TO ME: "THE TRUTH ABOUT HELL IS NOT THE BURDEN OF: "THE LAYWORKER—!!!")

(HE DID NOT LIVE LONG AFTER.)

(WHY SHOULD HE—???)

- Insert Page Four -
If the "NUMBERS" do not "LESSEN"—then it is NOT the TRUE "MOVEMENT." And that is FINAL! The NUMBERS PICK UP—as the Message goes FROM the Church to the World. To make up the REST of the 144,000. ADDED to Dr. WANG'S and ELIJAH'S—7,000.

(As I left this Paper at this Point—and went past the Tape-Recorder and turned it on where I had stopped it Last Night—"HOEHN vs GROITHER-OREGON" Side 2, REPLY #2—August 30, 1979. THE VERY FIRST WORDS WERE: "Yet I have left me 7,000 in Israel, all the knees which have NOT bowed unto BAAL." Then let no man attempt to number Israel to-day." PK 189. RH 6:382. TM 202.)

Under "THE RETURN OF THE EXILES"—(What does that Word mean—"EXILES?") This was her ARTICLE listed as #10. JOSHUA and ZERUBBABEL—"Under the Leadership of these 2 men that the REMNANT of Israel RETURNED at the CLOSE of the 70 Year CAPTIVITY." (And THAT—says it ALL! NO NEHEMIAH around! And that is nicely LEFT OUT—CHANGED—MIXED UP—in PK 593.) It is in the ORIGINAL—RH 5:387. Jan.16,1908. This was a: "70 Year CAPTIVITY"—and I seem to Remember already Quoted—that NEHEMIAH was another: "70 Year" PERIOD. That is why it is imperative that we CHECK and RE-CHECK before we are SURE. And then CHECK with some one else BEFORE we go into Print. We always do that.

BEFORE WE LEAVE RH 5:

401—This, of course—was not needed: "A MESSAGE TO THE CHURCHES" "AWAKE, AWAKE....The Lord has instructed me to say to our Churches..."Wherefore, hear the Word of the Lord, ye scornful men, that RULE this people which is in Jerusalem. Because we have said...when the overflowing SCOURGE shall pass through, it shall NOT come unto US; for we have made LIES our Refuge, and under FALSEHOOD have we hid ourselves: therefore thus saith the Lord God...the HAIL shall sweep away the Refuge of LIES and the WATERS shall overflow the hiding Place." RH 5:401. March 19, 1908.

477—"All who are actively engaged in the cause of God, SEEKING TO UNVEIL the DECEPTIONS of the Evil one..."

528—"NOT as a FIEND, NOT as a being that REPELS, but as an ANGEL of LIGHT he will come, and those who are NOT WATCHFUL and GROUNDED in the TRUTH for this
Time will be OVERCOME...it was by his WORDS, NOT by his appearance, that the Saviour RECOGNIZED the Enemy...In quoting this Scripture, SATAN–LEFT–OUT–(WORDS)...

555- "Genuine Faith if followed by LOVE, and LOVE by OBEEDIENCE.

Now we turn to RH 6:

43- "We need KEEN, SANCTIFIED PERCEPTION...in discerning the SIGNS OF THE TIMES...that we may not make SHIPWRECK of FAITH."

66- "The TIME has come when the Word of the Living God is to appear in CONTRAST with ERROR."

71- "SOON STRIFE among the Nations will break out with an INTENSITY that we do not now anticipate..." Nov.17,1910. (WHERE did she BORROW that FROM - READ?)

210- "TRUTH presented in CONTRAST with ERROR will bring UNDERSTANDING to the minds of the people, and CONVICTION to their Hearts..."WAKE UP THE WATCHMEN!"...ARouse the people."

232- "Those who love WEALTH and HONOR and HIGH POSITION, will NOT enter into the STRAIT GATE unless they part with their IDOLS...He who will walk in the LIGHT as it comes, not WAITING to have every MYSTERY solved and every chance of DOUBT removed, will KNOW of the Doctrine...But he who would carry the World WITH him, will NEVER enter in at the STRAIT GATE. There is NO ROOM for one to walk the Narrow Way and yet carry along EVIL...DOUBTS."

287- "SANCTIFY them through Thy TRUTH." Every moment of our PROBATIONARY TIME is PRECIOUS; for it is OUR TIME for CHARACTER–BUILDING the CULTURE of our Spiritual NATURE.

337- (Here we come to the FIRST ARTICLE put into PK 87–96. RH 6:337. July 3, 1913: "...a DIVISION of the KINGDOM...THIS DIVISION must take place, BECAUSE "they have forsaken Me, and have worshipped ASHTORETH, (EASTER) the GODDESS of the ZIDONIANS, CHEMOSH the GOD of the MOABITIES, and MILCOM the GOD of the children of AMMON, and have not walked in My ways...In this Prophecy of impending RUIN that had AWAKENED the APOSTATE KING as from a DREAM, and had led him to REPENT..." (Check and see for yourself if they TRANSFERRED that to PK 87-89 or if they made an Excellent job of EMASQUATION. No, no, no - "FINDING FAULT would not convert ANYONE! NEVER! So this had to be CHANGED.) (So now this people do not know of the: "IMPENDING RUIN!")

343- But since a FALSE PROPHET decided to deal "IN THE POSITIVE!"
-and assure them that all was well - (The people had STONED the TRUE PROPHET so he Died and SOLOMON'S SON - REHOBOAM made 2 Golden Calves, and made Priests of the "LOWEST" of the people - the Lord permitted EGYPT to RAN-SACK the Nation - REHOBOAM died - JEROBOAM did much the same, the Lord struck him down: "and he Died." RH 6:343. July 24, 1913. PK 107.)

347 - "NATIONAL APOSTASY." Paging said to be PK 114-116. Should be PK 109. AHAB and JEZEBEL take over. The people LIKE what JEZEBEL offers.

349- ELIJAH enters. ELIJAH stands ALONE-AHAB-JEZEBEL find: "HUNDREDS" of Priests to serve them. For BAAL and ASHTORETH. PK 124.

351- AHAB-JEZEBEL-their "HUNDREDS" of idolatrous Priests, \textbf{ASSURE} them there will be no "DROUTH"

355- "MORE THAN A CENTURY OF EVIL-DOING." (ORIGINAL) is CHANGED to: "MANY YEARS." PK 133. "ABOUT A CENTURY" is in both Books.

357- They "HUNTED" Elijah for 3 years. "TO-DAY" we need an "ELIJAH." PK 140. "God cannot use men who...are AFRAID." PK 142.

360- PROPHETS of BAAL and ASHTORETH, on MT. CARMEN. (ACCREDITED MINISTERS-SEMINARY GRADUATES.) "SINCERITY" led them to slash themselves: "...till the \textbf{BLOOD} gushed out upon them." RH 6:361 - "BAAL, whom the priests served with frenzy and apparent sincerity." (CHANGED TO: "BAAL...(5 last Words - \textbf{CUT OUT}!)...") NOT APPROPRIATE:

362- "ELIJAH is directed \textbf{BY-THE-}LORD to \textbf{DESTROY} these FALSE TEACHERS..." PK 154.

363- "ELIJAH...had executed the JUDGMENTS-OF-GOD...

(\textbf{CHANGED TO:} "The JUDGMENTS of heaven had been executed..." PK 155.) Page after Page of what we are not Quoting: "SO IT IS TODAY." "HIS PEOPLE WILL BE SAFE IN HIS HANDS." "HISTORY IS BEING REPEATED."

382- This has really been \textbf{messed up}. One of the most important pages of the Testimonies. Had this page (PK 187)-been left alone - HIEBERT'S 10 Commandment "ARK" Theory would NEVER have got off the Ground. "\textbf{AT THE JUDGMENT (NEXT 11 WORDS LIFTED OUT:)} -when-every-case-SHALL-BE-decided-in-the-Courts-of-Heaven." (11 WORDS.) (At least TWICE now we have the Promise that 7,000 have not bowed the Knee to BAAL.)

383- Now we seem to take a \textbf{SUDDEN LEAP FROM PK 189 to PK 265 to 273}.

388- Just as \textbf{SUDDENLY} - we are \textbf{BACK} to PK 190. (Much \textbf{mixup}-they do not even have the Paging right.)
397- "The angel of the LORD..." (CHANGED to: "JEHOVAH... PK 209.) "...to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON...more PLEASING forms of SPIRITUALISM, such as the EMMANUEL-MOVEMENT." (That CHAIN of 5 Words LEFT OUT of PK 210. LOOK IT UP in the LIBRARY - that is YAHVISM!) "...turning from God to ask help of the WORST ENEMY of his people...to ask help or counsel from the POWERS OF DARKNESS." RH 6:398. Jan.15, 1914. PK 211.

399- All this is under "THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF AHAB." See: "EMMANUEL MOVEMENT" and see WHY. Any Girl having an unexpected Birth - was a DIVINE MIRACLE! "MIRACLE BIRTH."

401- The very next ARTICLE is: DESTROYED FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE" and again: FOR MORE THAN HALF A CENTURY after the death of ELISHA..."because thou didst TRUST in thy way, in the MULTITUDE of thy MIGHTY MEN... THEREFORE shall a TUMULT arise among Thy people, and ALL thy fortresses shall be SPOILED... in a morning shall the King of Israel utterly be CUT OFF." Hosea 10:13-15." (THIS WAS SHIFTED OFF from PK 216 to PK 279. But they do not show it. You have to be one or two JUMPS-AHEAD of them!)

403- This page shows this is PK 279. Which is NOT TRUE AT ALL! So many CHANGES here - one would get DIZZY - trying to keep up to it.

410- "...in the GATHERING OUT from ALL NATIONS...THE REMNANT of Israel is symbolized by a WOMAN, representing the Lord's chosen CHURCH on the Earth..."and I will say to them which were NOT MY PEOPLE, Thou are My people, and they shall say, Thou art my God." Hosea 2:14-23. "In that day...the REMNANT of Israel, and such as are ESCAPED of the House of JACOB...that KEEP the Commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." Rev.14:6,7,12."

INSTEAD OF THAT-

The LAST PART is RIGHT - PK 299. But the FIRST PART starts out: "in SYMBOLIC language HOSEA set before the TEN TRIBES God's plan of restoring to every penitent soul WHO-WOULD-UNITE-WITH-HIS-CHURCH on Earth..." PK 298. (WONDERFUL IMPROVEMENT!)

472- These Articles STOPPED at RH 6:410 and now pick up again in 472. PK 303-306.

474- Represented as starting PK 307. It is not. It is PK 306.

479- PK 322. This is quite accurate. REAL EYE-OPENER. Should be read.

482- Up to PK 330. APOSTATE KING nears the END of his REIGN-DOORS of the TEMPLE and SANCTUARY are "CLOSED!"
MUCH LEFT OUT of this Page. PROMISE to them: "THAT ARE ESCAPED of Israel."

484- "IN THE CRISIS - HEZEKIAH proved to be a man of op-
portunity...the RESTORATION of the TEMPLE SERVICES...OUR
FATHERS HAVE TRESPASSED." PK 331-335.

493- "And the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the House of
JUDAH...For OUT of JERUSALEM shall go forth a REMNANT, and
they that ESCAPE OUT of Mount Zion: the zeal of the Lord of
Hosts shall do this." PK 360-1.

494- HERE PROBATION CLOSES - THE SEALING OVER. PK 364.
EW 279.

495- The TRUTH of those who are: "NUMBERED!" "NO
DISTINCTION on account of NATIONALITY-RACE—or
CAST...Those that HUNGER and THIRST after RIGHTEOUSNESS
were to be NUMBERED among the ISRAEL of God...NUMBERED
among SPIRITUAL ISRAEL - His CHURCH on Earth...The Lord
God which GATHERETH the OUTCASTS of Israel..." PK 371-2 is
quite ACCURATE.

497- "...the Lord shall set His hand the SECOND TIME (THE
FIRST TIME was 1844) (or was that 1888?) - THE SECOND TIME
to recover the REMNANT of His people...and shall assemble the
OUTCASTS of Israel, and GATHER TOGETHER the DISPERSED
of JUDAH from the four corners of the Earth." Isa.11:10-12. The
Day of deliverance is at hand."(Even some from the depths of
HEATHENISM.)" PK 376-378. Quite ACCURATE. It seems they
were somewhat SLOW to CHANGE - BIBLE VERSES.

499- Now we take a LEAP - from PK 378 to 722. THIS HAD NO
BUSINESS being MOVED away from still dealing with the TRI-
UMPH of His CHURCH - "...her FINAL CONFLICT. "FAIR as the
MOON...". Why was that SHIFTED out of previous CONTEXT?

503- Now we are BACK to PK 381-386. HERE-IS-A-TASK for
some one to undertake - the Church Leaders - SO ANXIOUS to
"PROVE" they are GOING THRU - MIX up the Holy Writings - to
set themselves up to "TRIUMPH!!" But if kept in ORDER--accord-
ing to the BIBLE RECORD, followed by EGW - the short period of
TRIUMPH by GOOD KING HEZEKIAH - was: "BROUGHT LOW
during...MANASSEH'S WICKED REIGN...and to do WORSE
than the HEATHEN." 2 Chron.33:9...SILENCING EVERY VOICE OF
DISAPPROVAL." (By ASSASSINATION.) PK 381-386 seems to
be reasonably ACCURATE.

505- This seems quite ACCURATE. Should be READ and READ
AGAIN - "GATHER yourselves together, (even 1,000 a Day!)...O
nation NOT DESIRED!" PK 390. T1:180.(Footnotes.)

507- Here are the Writings - "STRANGELY MISPLACED and
LOST!" PK 392.

ELLEN WHITE'S DEATH AT THIS POINT -

July 16, 1915

Her Helpers no doubt tried to finish the Task - because some of the things ADDED - are not very COMPLIMENTARY to the LEADERSHIP.

PK 406 - following this along IN ORDER - we ended up with PK 406.

PK 416 - trying to find where THEY put in other Testimonies - we think we can trace this page -


PK 431 - we are unable to trace where this comes from - but it seems to fit. Here we have "70 YEARS" again - in which JEREMIAH - to EMPHASIZE the Point - DROPS a POT and SHATTERS it - to SYMBOLIZE the APOSTATE NATION OF "JUDAH" - as a "POTTER'S VESSEL, THAT CANNOT BE MADE WHOLE AGAIN." See T6:408. T5:80 "THIS WHOLE LAND SHALL BE DESOLATE" - and must serve "BABYLON" - 70 YEARS. AFTER the "KING" is BURIED with the BURIAL of an "ASS." - A TIME-CHART should be made - the TIME of ZERUBBABEL-EZRA - and this is JEREMIAH - and what TIME was NEHEMIAH? We need such a TIME-CHART to nail this down. Because they DELIBERATELY fouled it up.

PK435 - Should be Read. What JEREMIAH WROTE (EGW) KING JEHOIAKIM ordered BURNT (What was the Date of BURNING the SERIES B - "BUSHEL BASKETS FULL" at LLU and that TRUCK LOAD in BATTLE CREEK. THESE WRITINGS - "STRANGELY MISPLACED AND LOST" PK392. When found by EZRA - brought about a great "REFORMATION."

PK434-436 - KING JEHOIAKIM - king of JUDAH - BURNT these Sacred Writings - but that was NOT the END of the matter - JEREMIAH RE-WROTE them and ADDED to them. PK 437-439.

PK440 - "THE LAST KING OF JUDAH" - ZEDEKIAH. "AT THE CLOSE of the 70 Years of CAPTIVITY." And the Run-in with: "FALSE PROPHETS." "INSURRECTION."

"TO THE END OF TIME MEN WILL ARISE TO CREATE CONFUSION AND REBELLION among those who CLAIM to be representatives of the True God. THOSE WHO PROPHESY LIES, will encourage men to look upon SIN as a LIGHT THING." PK 442. (LIKE THAT RDB–FORD–PAXTON BABYLON SCHOOL...) 

PK 443– but they will be "PUNISHED" with "SWORD–FAMINE–PESTILENCE."

PK 448– see their "ABOMINATIONS"—about 70 ELDERS—what led to the: "UTTER DESTRUCTION" of JERUSALEM — heed EZEKIEL—the SEALING CHAPTER — Ezekiel 9 — the ABOMINATION CHAPTER — EZEKIEL 8 — the WORST ABOMINATIONS LISTED—XMASS and EASTER. PK 448–451.

PK 452–3– followed by captivity to BABYLON. My notation—SG 4:114–5. RH 4:311. PK to PK 462– not the HARLOT of T8:250 but the DAUGHTER of ZION —the DAUGHTER of JUDAH — the DAUGHTER of JERUSALEM — will be Saved. YOUNGER—SWEETER—PURER—NOT GUILTY of MOTHER'S SINS. This could be a very good trusted SECRETARY who put this in here. When they fixed up the ORIGINAL "GOSPEL WORKERS" of 1893 to the 1915 Edition — (ORIGINAL obtainable from "LEAVES.") —they split that Book right down the Middle — and gave 2 men the job of CHANGING it. (How do I know? I have read enough of the SOP to see this was NOT one man.) The Fixed-up GW is not even a DISTANT RELATIVE of the ORIGINAL — the ORIGINAL said NOT to go by the "ANCIENT MEN" that run this people in JERUSALEM — the NEW FAKE says you SHOULD! Anyway, I am only saying — whoever COMPILED THAT SECTION of PK — did a GOOD JOB! 

PK 466– "IN THE CLOSING YEARS OF JUDAH'S APOSTASY... JEREMIAH PREDICTED—UTTER RUIN!...THE FAITHFUL REMNANT. 

PK 469– "...foretelling the DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM, the DESOLATION of JUDEA, and the UTTER RUIN of the Kingdom... With the eye of Faith — JEREMIAH SAW the EXILES RETURNING at the END of the YEARS..." 

PK 471– "MANY THOUSANDS"—PERISHED—HUNGER—DISEASE—SWORD—FAMINE—PESTILENCE... 

PK 472– "Behold, I will GATHER...out of ALL COUNTRIES...and they shall be My people...(144,000)...

PK 473– and they shall HEAR — "THE VOICE OF THE BRIDEGROOM, and the VOICE of the BRIDE." (COL 406.) "...the REMNANT of Israel...He that SCATTERETH ISRAEL will GATHER him, and keep him..." PK 474–5.

PK 479– again the "70 YEARS CAPTIVITY."...DANIEL and his associates..."PK 480–487. 

PK 488– "A NOBLE CHARACTER is NOT the result of ACCIDENT; it is NOT due to SPECIAL FAVORS
or ENDOWMENTS of PROVIDENCE. It is the RESULT of SELF-DISCIPLINE, of SUBJEC TION of the LOWER to the HIGHER NATURE; of the SURRENDER of SELF to the service of the GOD and man...the WARFARE between VICE and VIRTUE calls for CEASELESS VIGILANCE."

PK 489- "CONQUEROR of HIMSELF..."
PK 491- "NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM—(of the IMAGE.) Who is the CLAY?
PK 498- "...reaching down to the END-OF-TIME."
PK 503- That "BABYLON" is gone - and now we face SYMBOLIC "BABYLON."

PK 513 - Very important Testimony. SEALED 144,000. "...will stand UNMOVED" -by 7 Last Plagues.

PK 523- BELSHAZZAR follows NEBUCHADNEZZAR—"RIOTOUS ORGY"—WINE—WOMEN—and—SONG. (BRINSMEAD—ALL FOOD—ALL DRINK — is "CLEAN!" This he offers you in a GOLDEN GOBLET.)

PK 530- but they, too - will find:"Thou are weighed in the Bal-

ances, and art found WANTING." "IN THE BALANCES of the SANCTUARY the Seventh-day Adventist Church is to be WEIGHED.""and IF....." T8:246. (Now read 250.)

PK 538- "O DAUGHTER OF ZION...Now also how many NATIONS are GATHERED AGAINST THEE!...God will not fail His Church in the hour of her greatest peril."

PK 552- "When 70 years are accomplished...THE REMNANT of Judah...

PK 553- "I WILL GATHER YOU from all Nations..."After 70 years..."

554- "...then shall the SANCTUARY be cleansed,"...the 70 years...70 years in the DESOLATION of JERUSALEM." ("THE HOLY CITY (THE TRUE CHURCH)..."1884 GC 188. (LEFT OUT - of your Book 266.)

PK 556- "THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE...the City which is called by Thy name..." (Something about "70 WEEKS" and "2 Years.")

PK 559- "...the goodly REMNANT- 50,000 strong..."

When we went through RH 5:...Page by Page - we found 50,000 in RH 5:389. We found them MISSING in PK 598–606. Did they SHIFT it here - in PK 559? (SHIF TED 40 pages away?)

RH 5:389. 70 years later..."50,000 under the LEADERSHIP of ZERUBBABEL and JOSHUA." "NEARLY 20 Years..." Later, they fell into "A BACKSLIDDEN CONDITION..." and then: "NEARLY A CENTURY (100) YEARS ...to be taken captive to BABYLON.)

(1844 to 1944.)  - 23 -
AND THEN AFTER THAT
"A REMNANT would RETURN" and "FACE A TERRIBLE
CRISIS...FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH." RH 5:389. This is DEFI-
NITELY - COL 411-2. PROBATION OVER.

PK 449- SHIFTING these 50,000 to the Time of: "JUDAH and
BENJAMIN." Well, yes - they do seem to bring in "ZERUSSAB-
EL" and "JOSHUA" at this Point. PK 559,560. Also in PK 567.
Where we find our way BACK from RH 5:389 (PK 598-9.)

BACK TO RH 5:326 (PK 567.)
How long we can keep this up without going CRAZY - I do not
know.
RH 5:326. (PK 567)- now we are BACK to where we already
checked this out from these Pages. April 25, 1907. We have
already found out - after YEARS of experience, there is only
ONE WAY to come out on Top - go by the ORIGINAL - ONLY!

THE ONLY WAY we can use THEIR BOOKS - is keep CHECKING
if there is not too much DIFFERENCE. Why they went to such
HORRIBLE PAINS to CHANGE the Books - will ever remain a
MYSTERY. NEVER have we seen them IMPROVE ANYTHING!

WE CONCLUDE the one 70 Year period from 50,000 in 1844
brings us to 1914. But if there is a SECOND "70 Year Period"
- that would bring us to 1984 - that requires FURTHER RE-
SEARCH. Although it is a VERY GOOD POSSIBILITY. From all
over the Country - EVERYONE sees SOMETHING BREWING over
the Horizon. It could well be the CLOSE OF PROBATION-1984.
IF SO - SATAN will APPEAR to PERSONALLY take over - GC
624. And then the "SUNDAY LAWS." GC 624,560,593,612,559,
14. 2 Thess. 2:3-12. GC 558,589.
The Part LEFT OUT of Ev.365-6 but found in RH 3:82. Sept.12,
1893 applies at this Time when the CHURCHES are calling for
"UNITY." Upon THEM come the 7 Last Plagues. GC 445. "IN
COMMON" FROM 40-Year PLAN - brought him to "KEY '73."
Now trying again with the WCC.
MRS. H. ROBERTS Dec.29, 1983 LETTER - an attempt to "BLOW
UP THE VAULTS" -Dec.9,1979?" Never heard of it. Be interest-
ing to have more details. If there is any. The DATE- 1984 could
be: "SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT." 1883 was the YEAR to
CHANGE THE BOOKS - 100 years later brings us to 1983.
WE INVITE HIM TO REPLY – DOING US THE COURTESY OF GIVING OUR FULL NAME AND ADDRESS – AS WE GAVE HIS. This is only HUMAN COURTESY! We said we:"INVITE!" him to REPLY – we will change that:

WE DARE HIM TO REPLY–!!!

THE SUBJECT IS:

"ALL THREE EDITIONS ARE FULLY INSPIRED OF GOD." THAT MAKES "HOEHN" A LIAR – !!! AND "ELLEN WHITE" A LIAR– !!!

FACT (1): THE BOOK STARTS OUT – FIRST CHAPTER:"DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!"

FACT (2): This should be understood in the CONTEXT that this was: "GOD'S HOLY CITY!"

FACT (3): REBELLION AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT – THE: "ROMANS!"

FACT (4): THE PLEDGE THAT THE LORD WOULD GIVE THEM THE "VICTORY!"

FACT (5): FOR THIS PURPOSE THEY CALLED ALL FACTIONS INTO THE: "SABBATARIAN CENTER!"

FACT (6): THE MORE THE BETTER! THEY WERE OBSESSED WITH "NUMBERS!"

FACT (7): NOT WITH "QUALITY!" BUT: "QUANTITY!" THEY WOULD BE THE "HEAD!" AND NOT THE: "TAIL!"

FACT (8): IN THE BLINDNESS OF THEIR MINDS–THEY EXPECTED GOD TO BLESS: such a "CONGLOMERATE!"

FACT (9): THIS WAS: "THE JEWISH HOPE!" ACTUALLY AN: "OFFSHOOT!" FROM THE TRUTH–!!!

FACT (10): CHRIST HAD "PREDICTED!" THE DESTRUCTION OF THIS: "UNHOLY CITY!"

FACT (11): And gave HIS FOLLOWERS: "SIGNS!" OF WHEN TO: "FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME!"
FACT (12): THEIR REPLY WAS: "GIVE US BARABBAS!" A REVOLUTIONARY - WEAPONS SMUGGLER!

FACT (13): THEY WERE GOING TO WIN: BY THE FORCE OF ARMS - !!! BY "NUMBERS!"

FACT (14): BY MISINTERPRETING THE PROPHECIES - !!! TO SUIT THEIR AMBITIONS AND PRIDE - !!!


FACT (16): ONE OF THE: "SEVEN HORRORS OF THE WORLD - !!! WHAT DOES IT MEAN:

FACT (17): "IN THE PROPHECY OF JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION ...THIS PROPHECY WILL AGAIN BE FULFILLED"

FACT (18): READ THE REST OF DA 633-4 to see WHY - ??? 

FACT (19): "...THEY LOOK FOR "THE CHURCH!" to enjoy EARTHLY PROSPERITY AND GLORY!" DA 635.


FACT (21): WITH THESE FACTS FOR A BACK-GROUND - THAT SALVATION MEANT: TO "FLEE!"

FACT (22): THAT THIS IS IN FACT: "THE THIRD ANGELS'S MESSAGE!" "FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME!"

FACT (23): "...THE MOST TERRIBLE THREATENING EVER BORNE TO MAN-!!! EW 254.

FACT (24): "...WRATH OF GOD UNMINGLED WITH MERCY!" 1884 GC 282. (AND IN THE MIDST OF THIS:)


FACT (26): WHAT DO WE SEE HERE - ??? WHAT DID WE SEE IN THE "DESTRUCTION!" OF "JERUSALEM"???


FACT (28): ONE CLASS: (PHARISEES!) OPPOSED TO THE TEACHINGS OF CHRIST-STAYED WITH THE HIGH-PRIESTS.

FACT (29): THE OTHER CLASS: LOOKED FOR A CHANCE TO: "FLEE FOR YOUR LIFE!"

FACT (30): HERE IS A GREAT PRINCIPLE! "FAITHFUL!" TO THE PRIEST - RABBI - CHURCH/SYSAOGUE-???

FACT (31): OR MAKE A BREAK: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM-!!!" MATT. 25.6. (TIME, PLACE, CIRCUMSTANCE)

FACT (32): DID YOU UNDERSTAND THE FIRST CHAPTER OF: "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY-???

FACT (33): NOT IF YOU WENT BY: "VANCE FERRELL" and the "STANDISH "GANG OF 40!" (THE MAJORITY!)
FACT (34): REFUSE TO ADMIT - THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN: "CHANGED!! SETTING ALL OTHER PROOF ASIDE:
FACT (35): ALL 3 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOKS SAY: "HISTORY WILL BE REPEATED-!!!
FACT (36): THE DESTRUCTION OF "JERUSALEM!" "...IS TO HAVE ANOTHER FULFILLMENT!!" 1884 GC 37.
FACT (37): THOSE VERY SAME WORDS: YOUR GC 36. Look it up and SEE - !!! DON'T BE A FOOL - !!!
FACT (38): BUT THEN THERE IS A SUDDEN: "CHANGE-!!!" FROM ORIGINAL 1884 TO 1888 OR 1911 - !!!
FACT (39): VANCE FERRELL SAYS: "ALL THREE EDITIONS ARE FULLY INSPIRED OF GOD!!!"
FACT (40): Then he gives some COCK AND BULL YARN that she SAID SO !!!
FACT (41): NEVER ENTERING HIS MIND THAT THEY COULD/WOULD FABRICATE THAT: "ALSO-!!!
FACT (42): IF WHAT SHE WROTE IN 1884 WAS TRUE-!!! NO CHANGES WERE NEEDED.
FACT (43): IF THE "WHITE-WASH ESTATE!" SAYS SHE WANTED TO: ADD ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-!!! NO!
FACT (44): THAT WOULD NOT JUSTIFY ANY: "CHANGE IN THE TEXT--!!! SHE WOULD WRITE A: "NEW BOOK!"
FACT (45): SO THE QUESTION IS: "WHAT WAS CHANGED-??? HARMLESS-??? NO ACCOUNT-??NO INNOCENT-??
FACT (46): 1884 - 1888 - 1911 - THE DESTRUCTION OF THE "HOLY CITY" WOULD BE REPEATED-!!!
FACT (47): ONLY THIS TIME IT WOULD BE SO MUCH WORSE: THE OTHER WAS "A FAINT SHADOW-!!!"
FACT (48): So if the SAINTS had to: "FLEE OUT-!!!" the FIRST TIME-!!! IS THAT NOT NEEDED NOW-??
FACT (49): In view of the FACT that EVERY ONE THAT FLED: "NOT ONE CHRISTIAN PERISHED-!!
FACT (50): That was 1884 GC 32. Your GC 30. DOES THE SAME THING NOW APPLY-??? 1884 GC 38:
FACT (51): "AS HE WARNED HIS DISCIPLES...SO HE HAS WARNED "HIS PEOPLE-!!! (WHY? WHY? WHY?)
FACT (52): "THAT ALL WHO WILL MAY FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME-!!! 1884 GC 38. (REPEATED 445.)
FACT (53): SALVATION IS DEPENDENT ON BELIEVING AND OBEYING THE "SIGNS!" TO: "FLEE-!!!"
FACT (54): SHOULD/COULD SUCH A DIRECT MESSAGE BE "CHANGED/DISREGARDED-??? "IGNORED-???
FACT (55): TO WARP THIS TESTIMONY THEY NOT ONLY ALTERED 1884 GC 38 but also 445! HOW-??
FACT (56): TO DO JUSTICE TO THIS QUESTION - it would take a BOOK - not 2 or 3 PAGES-!!!
FACT (57): DEALING WITH THE VERY SAME QUESTION - "ANCIENT WRITINGS WERE FORGED BY MONKS!!!"

FACT (58): "DECREE OF COUNCILS BEFORE UNHEARD OF - WERE: "DISCOVERED!"...AND A "CHURCH!!!"

FACT (59): "THAT HAD REJECTED THE TRUTH - GREEDILY ACCEPTED THESE DECEPTIONS!" 1884 59(56)

FACT (60): GREEDILY ACCEPTED THE DELUSION THAT THEY DID NOT HAVE TO: "FLEE!!!" "OUT!!!"

FACT (61): So if the "LAODICEAN MONKS!" CHANGED THE WRITINGS IT WOULD PLEASE THEM NO END-!!!

FACT (62): So to CHANGE/FORGE 1884 GC 38 - they ALSO had to CHANGE 445-!!! WHEN TO: "FLEE!"

FACT (63): It helps to have a DENIER/LIAR who CHALLENGES YOU-!!! IT IS NOT 1884 GC 445-!!!

FACT (64): Since they can do NOTHING AGAINST the TRUTH - but FOR-THE-TRUTH-!!! THEY FORCE US:

FACT (65): To get down and DIG - CHECK IT BACK AND FORTH 50 TIMES - !!! 445 is the SAME as GC 616.

FACT (66): 1884 GC 445 READS: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD WILL THEN///-!!!! NO! THEY WOULD NOT - !!!

FACT (67): THE LAODICEAN MONKS WOULD NOT - NOT - NOT put in the next WORD: "FLEE!!!"

FACT (68): SEE THE CONTEXT-!!! GRINDING UP TO "WHEN!" and "WHY!" to: "FLEE - !!!" NO-NO-NO-!!!

FACT (69): NO LAODICEAN HAS TO: "FLEE!" OUT OF HIS: "HOLY JERUSALEM!" NO-NO-NO-!!!

FACT (70): So the CHANGE ARTISTS HAD A FIELD DAY - !!! This is MUCH MORE INVOLVED-!!!

FACT (71): THEY: "CHANGED-!!!" MUCH MORE-!!! TO COVER THEIR TRACKS! LIKE A CHINAMAN!

FACT (72): COMING TO THE TOP OF A MOUNTAIN IN THE SNOW - and looking BACK! Sees a BEAR-!!!

FACT (73): SNIFFING AND FOLLOWING HIS TRACKS-!!! SO HE SAYS: "YOU LIKEE MY TLACKS-???

FACT (74): "I MAKEE SOME MORE-!!! SO THE ADVENTIST CHANGED "MUCH MORE!" OVER 500 MORE-!!!

FACT (75): LOOK IT UP FOR YOURSELF-!!! 1884 GC 445 they printed 6 WORDS and THEN-??? ZILCH-!!!

FACT (76): THEY WOULD NOT PRINT: "FLEE-!!!" They put it: FROM GC 616 to 626. YES IT IS:

FACT (77): THE SAME SETTING/CONTEXT! WE DID NOT TAKE IT OUT OF CONTEXT - THEY DID-!!!

FACT (78): Of course the BASIC REASON was to HIDE THE FACT that GOD'S PEOPLE WILL: "FLEE OUT!"

FACT (79): Of that LAODICEAN: "SYNAGOGUE!" BRO. DAVIS CHALLENGED ME -
IT WAS NOT THE SAME CONTEXT!

FACT (80): He had not any COMPUNCTION of LEAVING that DRUGGING CULT - as he was: "OUT-!!!"

FACT (81): HE WAS NOT GOING TO GIVE THEM A DIME TO CARRY ON THEIR TRAFFIC - BUT JUST TO BE:

FACT (82): "STUBBORN!!" He liked to draw attention to himself by being OBSTINATE! He did it:

FACT (83): ONCE-TOO-OFTEN-!!! And could not find his way: "BACK-!!!" Just like it WARNS:


FACT (85): ONE DENIAL LEADS TO ANOTHER UNTIL IT IS: "MIDNIGHT IN THE SOUL!" DON'T START!

FACT (86): Whether ADVENTISTS like it or not -- THE DESTRUCTION OF: "JERUSALEM!" WAS "DUAL-!!!"

FACT (87): "SO HE HAS WARNED HIS PEOPLE...(TO) :FLEE !!!

FACT (88): "SO HE HAS Warned THE WORLD...(TO) FLEE !!!" YOUR GC 37 (WHERE TO:???)

FACT (89): INTO THAT INFALLIBLE/PREDESTINATED: "CHURCH-!!!" NATCH-!!! THE ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY!

FACT (90): 500 REFERENCES LEAD US TO BELIEVE: IT IS NO MORE SAFE THAN. "JERUSALEM: OF OLD!"

FACT (91): "SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING FLASHES from the HEAVENS, will come the END of their:

FACT (92): "BRIGHT VISIONS!" and: "DELUSIVE HOPES!" GC 338-9. JERUSALEM, that SABBATARIAN CITY:

FACT (93): PROVED TO BE: "A DEATH TRAP!!! SO ALSO THE CHURCH: "A DEATH TRAP!!" "GO YE OUT !!!"


FACT (95): T5:211 TELLS US THE FATE of the UNHOLY CITY:

FACT (96): "DECEPTION OF ALMOST EVERY KIND ARE--IN--THE-CHURCH-!!!" T5:210. (SAME AS THE WORLD!)

FACT (97): It is JUST when "THEY SAY": "PEACE and SAFETY!" - "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" comes-!!!

FACT (98): I SUPPOSE 2 THINGS: (1) NEVER in all HISTORY did they RAVE as they are doing: "NOW!"

FACT (99): I SUPPOSE (2) we can find 20 REFERENCES that they are thus RAVING NOW-!!!

FACT (100): (1903) SHE WAS A: "HARLOT!" "ROTTEN!" T8:250. TM 446. WITH DRUGS AND "ABORTION!"

FACT (101): They are: "MURDERERS!" FCE 222. Yet these are the KIND that think they have the RIGHT:
FACT (102): TO: "RULE! RULE!" TM 363,280. (So did the DEVIL) "GIVING HEED TO SEDUCING SPIRITS AND:
FACT (103): "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" T8:249. TM 409. (YOU KNOW WE COULD QUOTE 100 MORE-!!!)
FACT (104): THE STANDISH -GROSBALL- WIELAND-TUCKER-FERREL-"APOLOGETIC CONSORTIUM" CLAIM:
FACT (105): THE FUTURE OF THE "CHURCH!" IS: "CERTAIN!" NO QUESTION ABOUT IT-!!! WAS ELLEN WHITE:
FACT (106): "CERTAIN-???" "IN THE BALANCES OF THE SANCTUARY THE SDA CHURCH IS TO BE WEIGHED!"
FACT (107): "SHE WILL BE JUDGED-!!!" T8:247. (THE WHOLE CABOODLE SURE HAVE A NERVE-!!!)
FACT (108): TO STAND THERE - ONLY AN ECHO OF ONE ANOTHER - REPRESENTING THE BIBLE AND SOP:
FACT (109): AS TEACHING THE FATE OF THAT CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE IS CERTAIN - NO QUESTION ABOUT IT!
FACT (110): T8:247 raises a "QUESTION!" WHY-?? WILL SHE BE (FUTURE TENSE-!!!) "BE JUDGED-???"
FACT (111): Or is her FATE not so CERTAIN-??? SHE MAY BE: "FOUND WANTING-!!!" T8:247.
FACT (112): THERE ARE 2: "IFS!" She WILL BE: "FOUND WANTING-!!!"
FACT (113): NOW "THAT!" is one WALLOPING "DIFFERENCE!" IF YOU BASE YOUR SOUL'S SALVATION!
FACT (114): ON THE SWORN OATH OF THE: "GANG OF 40!" That to be SAVED! YOU-HAVE-TO-REMAIN-!!!
FACT (115): THEY ALLOW FOR NO: "IFS!" BUT WHAT IF THE LORD SAID: "IFS!" SHE WILL BE:"FOUND WANTING"
FACT (116): THEN we are obligated to seek ELSEWHERE to see: IF-SHE-WILL-BE-FOUND-WANTING-!!!
FACT (117): WILL THE CABOODLE ANSWER THE QUESTION: WHY DID SHE SAY TO: "FLEE FROM THE WRATH-???
FACT (118): "FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME-!!! 1884 ORIGINAL GC 38. WAS SHE SURE OF THAT-???
FACT (119): Or is this like a: "DELPHIC ORACLE!" that can be given MULTIPLE MEANINGS-???
FACT (120): DID SHE MEAN: "HIS PEOPLE...(SHOULD) "FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME-??? p.38.
FACT (121): 1888 GC 37: DID GOD WRITE THIS? OR DID "URIAH SMITH-??? "THE WORLD...(IS TO) "FLEE!"
FACT (122): DO YOU FLEE "OUT!" OR STAY-??? It may not be as SIMPLE as it SOUNDS-!!! YOU FLEE:
FACT (123): BECAUSE: "ALL WHO WALK BY THE SIDE OF AN "APOSTATE!" WILL BE IMBUED BY HIS SPIRIT!"

FACT (124): TM 290. THE LAST MESSAGE: "COME "OUT!" OF HER, MY PEOPLE, THAT YE BE NOT PARTAKERS


FACT (126): QUESTION: (GANG OF 40:) ARE YOU GOING TO BE GUILTY OF: "SINS AND PLAGUES--???

FACT (127): THERE IS ONLY ONE QUESTION REMAINING: "IN THE BALANCES OF THE SANCTUARY THE SDA

FACT (128): CHURCH IS TO BE WEIGHED. SHE--WILL--BE--JUDGED....!!!" T8:247. WHAT DOES THE PROPHET SAY--???

FACT (129): "JERUSALEM IS A REPRESENTATION OF WHAT THE CHURCH WILL BE IF IT REFUSES

FACT (130): TO WALK IN THE LIGHT THAT GOD HAS GIVEN--!!! T8:67. "THE DESOLATION OF JERUSALEM

FACT (131): IN THE DAYS OF JEREMIAH IS A SOLEMN WARNING TO MODERN ISRAEL...!!!" PK 417.

FACT (132): THE QUESTION IS NOT ANSWERED - BOTH references CLOSE WITH AN: "IF!"

FACT (133): IS THERE NO ANSWER--??? YES, THERE IS! IN BOTH BOOKS! WHICH SHOULD WE LOOK AT--???

FACT (134): T8:67: "So Christ sorrows and weeps over OUR CHURCHES, OVER OUR INSTITUTIONS OF


FACT (136): PK 455: "He that REMAINETH in this CITY shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE,

FACT (137): and by the PESTILENCE: but he that GOETH FORTH to the CHALDEANS SHALL LIVE."

FACT (138): "PLAIN AND POSITIVE WERE THE WORDS SPOKEN...THIS CITY..."BABYLON!" ...SHALL TAKE IT"

FACT (139): COULD ANYTHING BE PLAINER--??? PK 455. RH 4:341-2. T5:80,81 - THOSE TOO BLIND TO

FACT (140): SEE will be: "ENGULFED in the GENERAL RUIN--!!!" "He saw this state of things in

FACT (141): EVERY CHURCH--!!! T8:68. PK 469. "SUDDENLY! as the LIGHTNING FLASHES from the

FACT (142): HEAVENS, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS AND DELUSIVE HOPES--!!!

GC 338-9.

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ
This is a: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.
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